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In the era of big data, group division in online social network analysis is a basic task. It can be divided into the group division based
on static relationship and the group division based on dynamic relationship. Compared with the static group division, users express
their semantic information in all kinds of social network behaviors, and they tend to interact with other users who have the same
idea and attitude; this is how different groups are formed. In this paper, aimed at the issue that some Tibetan users use Chinese to
publish microblogs on social platforms, a group division method based on semantic information of Tibetan users under the big data
environment is proposed. When dividing a large number of Tibetan user groups in a social network, a large amount of semantic
information of Tibetan users in the social network is first analyzed. Then, based on the semantic similarity between users, we
aggregate the Tibetan users with high similarities into one group, thus achieving the final group division. The experimental
results illustrate the effectiveness of the method of analyzing Tibetan user semantic information in the context of big data for
group partitioning.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet and the arrival of
the era of big data, digital social network websites have
attracted more and more people to participate in online
social networking, and people’s communication is no longer
blocked by time and space barriers. This has given people an
efficient and convenient way to communicate, which has
completely changed people’s lives. People’s behavior on
social networks is stored in the website database with the
form of data, which provides a great convenience to scholars
who are engaged in sociological behavior research. However,
the enormous user scale, the large amount of data, and the
complex network structure have posed great challenges to
the research of social networks. Therefore, under such a big
data environment, it is very valuable to study an effective
method of group division social network users.

The division of user groups is a prerequisite for online
social network analysis. Only when a specific user group is
identified can the group be further analyzed. This paper will
use big data technology to tap the Tibetan microblogging

user community in the Weibo online social network. This
work is of great significance. For the government, it can
quickly and accurately locate the group via the Weibo plat-
form and understand the group’s concerns and behaviors;
thus, it reduces the time of offline manual research and
document communication between departments, expands
the channels and improves the efficiency of communica-
tion, and controls real-time feedback of the policy imple-
mentation. For the researchers, it can help to collect valid
social samples from Weibo and analyze the internal charac-
teristics of Tibetan Weibo users effectively. For enterprises,
it has a great potential commercial value, because it can
accurately find the Tibetan users’ interests and delivery
advertisements accordingly.

Some Tibetan users use Tibetan in online social network-
ing platforms, while some Tibetan users use Chinese to
express their opinions. For Tibetan users, it can be easily
determined as a Tibetan user. In order to effectively dig out
Tibetan users from users who use Chinese language, consid-
ering that Tibetan users’ opinions and interests expressed on
social platforms are different from non-Tibetan users, this
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paper conducts research from the perspective of semantic
information expressed by users. The main contributions of
this paper are as follows:

(1) The semantic information expressed by online
social network users is analyzed. Since the semantic
expressions of the users are all realized through var-
ious behaviors in the social network, the topology
between users in the online social network is con-
structed based on the user interaction behaviors
that represent the semantic information; the net-
work structure describes the intimacy between users
from a semantic level.

(2) When dividing the network group, each of user nodes
is regarded as an independent group, and then the
groups were aggregated according to their similarity
until a large group containing two subgroups with
similar internal dimensions is obtained. The two
subgroups are the result of group division, and the
structure of the subgroups also represents the
intimacy degree among users.

2. Related Works

With the development of network communication technol-
ogy and the arrival of the era of big data, the way of interac-
tion between people is digitized. The research on the social
network has also changed from traditional sociological
research to data mining research, from social behavior and
social relation research to network mathematical statistics
and quantitative analysis research [1]. Golbeck and Rothstein
[2] used the FOAF (friend of a friend project) model to
define the semantic social network. As a result, community
discovery research transitions from traditional nonsemantic
community discovery to semantic community discovery.

When the semantic community in social networks is
divided, the topological structure and semantic information
of the network are taken as the research object, and the
traditional community discovery theory is used as the basis.
If the semantic information expressed by the user is added
to the algorithmmodel, the results of the community division
will be more reasonable [3].

Steyvers et al. [4] proposed the AT model. This model
firstly introduces the LDA model in the field of social
network analysis. Through the topic modeling of the topic
distribution of user nodes in social networks, the topics at
the user node level are extracted. Zhu et al. used the nonse-
mantic community discovery form of NMF [5, 6] to divide
the semantic community and put forward the CCLC (com-
bining content and link for classification) algorithm [7].
Yang et al. proposed the PCL (popularity-based conditional
link) model [8], which divides semantic community model-
ing into semantic modeling and topological relationship
modeling [9]. Rios and Munoz and Mattingly et al. proposed
the SLTA (speaker-listener topic propagation algorithm)
[10, 11]. Wang and Fang used the SLTA to establish a
user activity network through semantic data [12]. Kianian
et al. [13] proposed a semantic community discovery

algorithm based on a label propagation algorithm. Based on
the higher degree of intimacy between user nodes in social
networks, the topic distribution is more similar [14, 15]. Hu
et al. proposed the FT (feature topic) model for user semantic
information analysis and the close relationship between
users. Analysis of the ST (social topic) model, in which the
FT and ST models are independent of LDA models [16].
Natarajan et al. [17] used link community as the starting
point to establish a link-content model that uses link-
content as the semantic analysis object [18, 19].

The above algorithms give the realization methods of
semantic community division in complex networks. How-
ever, it ignores the use of the probability topic model to divide
the network without considering the overall network topol-
ogy; it cannot be reasonably explained by the corresponding
real groups after getting the network division structure.

Therefore, this paper differs from other semantic parti-
tioning algorithms in that we fully consider the various
behaviors of users in online social networks who serve to
express their views, attitudes, and emotions; this paper pro-
poses a Tibetan microblog user group division algorithm
based on user semantic information in the age of big data.

3. Semantic Analysis

The semantic information of users in online social networks
is often expressed through the text content published by
users. Semantic analysis takes the text content published by
users as the research object and analyzes individual users or
texts by mining the semantic information expressed in texts.
The semantic similarity (i.e., the similarity of topics) will
ultimately connect the users through the calculation of
semantic similarity to form a user network structure, achieve
group division, and make the division result more rational.

The latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic model is a
probabilistic model for textual data modeling that enables
the modeling of subject information of textual data. And
the LDA topic model can effectively realize the reduced
dimension representation of text in the semantic space, and
it models the text with the probability of vocabulary, which
can alleviate the problems brought by data sparsity to some
extent. This article uses the LDA topic model to model the
content of the Weibo text.

3.1. LDA Topic Model. The LDA topic model is a hierarchical
Bayesian model that first assumes that the words appearing
in the text are independent and irrelevant and considers that
each document is composed of a number of implicit topics,
which are made up of some specific words in the text.

LDA is a typical probability model, determined by the
parameter α, β , which indicates the relative strength
between hidden topics in the text set, and β indicates the
probability distribution of the hidden topic itself. The gener-
ation process of the LDA model is shown in Figure 1, where
θm represents the subject probability distribution of the text
(i.e., to say, there are m kinds of “document-subject”
distributions and each document has an θm distribution),
ϕK represents the feature word probability distribution of
each topic (i.e., to say, there are K kinds of “subject-word”
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distributions), M is the number of documents, K is the
number of subjects in all documents, and N is the number
of feature words in each document.

The LDA document generation process is shown in
Algorithm 1.

The LDA model performs the following process for
each document:

(1) Take a sample from the Dirichlet distribution α to
generate the topic distribution θm of the document.

(2) Take a sample from the polynomial distribution θm
of the topic to generate the topic Zm,n of the nth word
in document m.

(3) Take a sample from the Dirichlet distribution β
to generate the feature word distribution ϕK of the
topic Zm,n.

(4) Take a sample from the polynomial distribution ϕK
of total words to generate the final word Wm,n.

The joint distribution of variables in the LDA model is
shown in

P wm, Zm, θm, ϕK α, β =
N

n=1
p θm α × p Zm,n θm

× p ϕK β × p Wm,n θZm,n

1

Finally, the maximum likelihood estimation of the fea-
ture word distribution in each document can be obtained
by integrating θm and ϕK from (1) and summing Zm,n, which
is shown in

P wm α, β
θm ϕK

〠
Zm

p wm, Zm, θm, ϕK α, β , 2

3.2. The Improved LDAModel Based on theWeibo Text.Most
of the content of Weibo is short text, which has a serious
problem of data sparseness; its text content is generally collo-
quial, with unstandardized grammar and a large number of
cyber languages, symbols, and buzzwords. This makes Weibo
text data have large noise, and by combining fast update

speed and large text data size of Weibo, the topic modeling
of the Weibo text becomes complicated and difficult.

The original LDA topic model is an unsupervised model,
and the result of directly using the LDA to model the Weibo
text will be affected by theWeibo text length. Since theWeibo
content is short text with relatively lower occurrences of a
single word, it is hard to judge if the two words are related
or not. Therefore, modeling the Weibo text directly with
the LDA model cannot achieve a satisfying result.

After analyzing the document generation process of the
Weibo text topic model, the main reason that it is difficult
to obtain the ideal effect directly with the topic model
modeling is that the topic distribution ϕ is not reasonable
enough. To solve this problem, Hong and Davison [20]
trained the LDA model by presorting the Weibo text and
then synthesizing the growth text. Based on this, the paper
first trains the LDA model through standard news texts and
then uses the microblog to optimize the topic-word
distribution in the LDA model. The LDA generation
process is shown in Algorithm 2.

3.3. Improved LDA Topic Model Based on Weibo Users.
When group discovery is based on the semantic information
between users in an online social network, it is necessary to
know the semantic similarity between users; that is to say,
the topic distribution needs to be obtained at the user level,
which means the “user-topic” distribution. When topic
modeling is carried out on the user level, we, respectively,
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Figure 1: LDA generation process.

1: for all topics k ∈ 1, K do
2: sample mixture components φk~Dir β
3: end for
4: for all documents m ∈ 1,M do
5: sample mixture proportion θm~Dir α
6: sample document length Nm~Poiss ε
7: for all words n ∈ 1,Nm do
8: sample topic index zm,n~Mult θm
9: sample item for word wm,n~Mult φZm,n
10: end for
11: end for

Algorithm 1: LDA document generation process.
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model each Weibo text of every single user to obtain its topic
distribution, which is later aggregated to obtain the user-level
topic distribution. The experimental results show that the
topic distribution obtained by this method is not ideal
enough, the analysis found that each user has a large number
of Weibo text contents, and most of the microblog texts are
independent of each other in the expression of subject
information. Therefore, the context of the long text
aggregated does not have semantic relevance. In order to
solve this problem, this article uses the following method
for user-level topic modeling. The LDA generation process
is shown in Algorithm 3.

(1) Use Algorithm 2 to model the topic of each user’s
microblog, and mine the topic distribution.

(2) The Weibo texts with similar theme distribution are
aggregated to obtain a plurality of long Weibo texts
with a single theme.

(3) Implement topic modeling to the aggregated long
Weibo text, and use the generated topic distributions
as the new topic distribution in the model.

(4) Aggregate all the Weibo texts of this user to obtain a
long text, use the new topic model to carry out the
topic modeling on the long text to obtain the topic
distribution, and obtain the final topic distribution
of this user.

3.4. Semantic Similarity Calculation. In order to construct the
social network structure according to a user’s semantic infor-
mation, that is to say, to construct a topological structure
which is capable of representing the strength of the intimacy
between the users, we first need to calculate the similarity of
the semantic information expressed by the users. This paper
achieves by calculating the similarity of topic distribution of
users and their Weibo texts.

Input: News text data: Document1, Weibo text data: Document2
Output: Topic distribution of Weibo short texts: Document_Topics_Matrix
1: training LDA Model by Document1
2: for all d, d ∈Document2 do
3: combine short texts of microblogs belonging to the same topic to long texts Document3
4: end for
5: for all d, d ∈Document3 do
6: predict topics of d by LDA Model
7: update wm,n~Mult φZm,n of LDA_Model
8: end for
9: for all d, d ∈Document2 do
10: predict topics of d by LDA_Model
11: get Document_Topics_Matrix of d
12: end for
13: return Document_Topics_Matrix

Algorithm 2: Improved LDA topic model based on the Weibo text.

Input: News user text data: User_Document1
Output: Weibo users’ topic distribution: User_Topics_Matrix
1: get LDA_Model by Algorithm 2
2: for all d, d ∈User Document 1 do
3: predict topics of d by LDA_Model
4: combine short texts of microblogs belonging to the same topic to long texts Document2.
5: end for
6: for all d, d ∈Document2 do
7: predict topics of d by LDA_Model
8: update wm,n~Mult φZm,n of LDA_Model
9: end for
10: for all user, user ∈User Document1 do
11: predict topics of d by LDA_Model
12: get Document_Topics_Matrix of d
13: end for
14: return User_Topics_Matrix

Algorithm 3: Improved LDA topic model based on Weibo users.
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Probabilistic topic distribution obtained through topic
modeling is a mapping in the vector space, and their sim-
ilarity can be obtained by calculating the relative entropy
between the topic distributions; that is, to calculate the
Kullback-Leibler divergence, the KL distance measures the
difference between the two probability distributions in the
same time space, as shown in

DKL p, q =〠
j=1
pj ln

pj
qj

3

For any j, when pj = qj, there is alwaysDKL p, q = 0. How-
ever, because of its asymmetry, which means DKL p, q ≠
DKL q, p , the correction method is generally adopted in
actual use, as shown in

Dλ p, q = λDKL p, λq + 1 − λ q

+ 1 − λ DKL q, λp + 1 − λ q
4

When λ = 1/2, (4) becomes JS distance, and the range of
JS distance is 0, 1 , as shown in

D p, q = 1
2 DKL p, q + q

2 +DKL q, q + q
2

5

When the semantic similarity between users is higher, the
relative entropy of the probability topic which represents the
semantic information in the vector space is smaller; that is to
say, the value of JS distance is smaller.

Since the calculated D p, q and the semantic similarity
are negatively correlated, it is adjusted and modified in order
to simplify the subsequent calculation, and the final semantic
similarity calculation formula is shown in

S p, q = 1 −D p, q × 100%, 6

where S p, q represents the similarity between probability
topic distribution p and q.

The calculation of the semantic similarity is shown
in Algorithm 4.

4. Network Construction Based on
User Semantics

This paper assumes that the semantic information between
users in online social networks is generated along with differ-
ent behaviors of users. That is to say, semantic similarity
exists only when there is an interaction between users.

4.1. Semantic Link Analysis Based on Following Behavior.
Take the users as the nodes in the semantic network, and
the semantic similarity between users is the weight of the
edge between users. When the influence of different weights
from different users’ nodes in the network is not considered,
take the user as the node and the following connection
between users as the edge to construct a directed graph and
then calculate the similarity between the users according to
the topic distribution and the semantic similarity calculation
method obtained from the Section 2 topic modeling on the
user level. The similarity is the weight of the link between
user nodes, and the specific calculation method is shown in

w − B 1 i, j = S i, j , 7

where i and j represent user nodes and S i, j represents the
semantic similarity at the user level between i and j.

4.2. Semantic Link Analysis Based on Comment Behavior. In
an online social network, if there is a comment between
two users, a directed edge is generated between the commen-
ted user and the commenting user based on the semantic
information expressed by this commentary behavior. For
example, one user publishes a Weibo and another user com-
ments, and both the Weibo content and the comment would
generally express the user’s semantic information. That is to
say, the comment between users produces a semantic link
between users. Take the comment behavior between users
A and B as an example; when user A posts a Weibo and user
B comments on it, the content of the text posted by both A
and B includes the user’s semantic information.

The construction of semantic links based on comment
needs to calculate the semantic similarity; that is to say, the
semantic similarity between the commented text content
and the commentary content needs to be calculated. It can
be obtained by topic distribution and semantic similarity
calculation formula from topic modeling on the Weibo text,
and the specific calculation method is shown in

w − B 2
n i, j = S i, j n, 8

where n represents the nth comments between users.
Because there may be more comments among users, the

links between users need to be constructed according to their
overall average influence. If the multiple arithmetic means of
comment link weight are simply taken, the trend of the
relationship between users in the long cycle can be hardly
reflected. This article uses the exponential moving average

Input: Topic(user) distribution matrix of the text: Matrix1, Matrix2
Output: Semantic similarity: Semantic_Similarity
1: for all pi, qj, pi = Matrix1, qj = Matrix2, do
2: get DKL(p, q) by formula (3)
3: end for
4: get D(p, q) from DKL(p, q) by formula (5)
5: Semantic_Similarity = 1- D(p, q)
6: return Semantic_Similarity

Algorithm 4: Calculation of the semantic similarity.
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as the link weight generated by the user comments, and the
specific calculation method is shown in

w − B 2 i, j = EMA 〠w − B 2
n i, j 9

4.3. Semantic Link Analysis Based on Forwarding and Point-
Like Behavior. In the Weibo social network, the forwarding
behavior between users is different from that of other social
networks. The user can comment while forwarding, and the
influence of the comment while forwarding on the semantic
links is essentially the same as that of comment only. There-
fore, this paper includes the influence on semantic links of
comment while forwarding into comment-only behaviors.
When considering semantic links based on the forwarding
behavior, only analyze the semantic information based on
the forwarding times.

If the semantic links from the comment content are
not taken into consideration, the semantic links based on
forwarding are only related to forwarding times; then, it
is not hard to find that this is similar to the “likes”
between users.

Since the forwarding and the like behavior may occur
many times between users, if the number of forwarding or
like behaviors is linearly calculated, the link weights of the
entire network will be generated mostly by these two behav-
iors. Considering that forwarding or like behaviors among
users do not happen every time, we treat it as a probability
event, and the probabilities are that the forwarding or like
behaviors are taken as the weights of the links.

Treat the user’s forwarding or like behavior as an inde-
pendent repeat event, and calculate the total Weibo number
N from user A and the number of forwarding times R and
likes L from user B to A. The probability of the forwarding
and like behavior from users B to A can be obtained, and
the specific calculation method is shown in

w − B 3 i, j = Pij
R =

Rij

N j
, 10

w − B 4 i, j = Pij
L =

Lij

N j
11

where Pij
R and Pij

L represent the probability of forwarding
and like behavior from user i to user j, Rij represents the
forwarding time from i to j, Lij represents the like time
from i to j, Nj is the total Weibo number of user j, and

w − B 3 i, j and w − B 4 i, j mean the semantic link
weight based on forwarding and likes.

4.4. Network Construction Based on User Semantics. The
previous chapters describe the different semantic links gener-
ated by different communication behaviors and give their
specific calculation methods. When constructing the seman-
tic network based on the semantic information generated by
the user communication, the semantic information expressed
by users through different behaviors is essentially the same,
which is the opinion or concept that one user wants to
express to another. Therefore, this paper assumes that the
semantic links generated by different behaviors between
users are equivalent. That is to say, the semantic links gener-
ated by different user behaviors have the same influence on
constructing the overall semantic networks.

As a result, without considering user behavior’s influence
on the user network structure, the semantic network struc-
ture between users can be obtained. The calculation method
of the adjacency matrix of the user network is shown in

w − B i, j = 〠
4

z=1
w − B i i, j 12

The concrete process of network construction based on
user semantics is shown in Algorithm 5.

4.5. Group Division Algorithm for Tibetan Weibo Users. This
paper claims that users in online social networks can be
divided into different groups according to their semantic
information, which means their interested topics. Due to
the influence of national culture, there is a big difference
between the interested topics between Tibetan users and
non-Tibetan users. Therefore, the semantic similarity
between users can be used to find Tibetan user groups in
social networks.

In the initial stage of the algorithm, each user node is
regarded as an independent group structure, and then by

Input: Weibo user data set: User_DataSet
Output: Network adjacency matrix of user semantics: User_Semantic_Matrix
1: for all users, user ∈User DataSet do
2: get User_Sematic_Similatrity B1 by formula (7)
3: get User_Content_Sematic_Similatrity B2 by formula (9):
4: get User_Repost_Sematic_Similatrity B3 by formula (10):
5: get User_Like_Sematic_Similatrity B4 by formula (11):
6: end for
7: get node weight set W by Algorithm 3
8: for all B, w, B ∈ B1, B2, B3, B4 , w ∈Wdo
9: get User_Semantic_Matrix from S by formula (12)
10: end for
11: return User_Semantic_Matrix

Algorithm 5: Network construction based on user semantics.
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calculating the similarity between different groups, the two
groups with the highest similarity are selected and merged
into a larger group until the entire network is merged into a
large group.

The similarity calculation between groups is shown in

M = 1
2m 〠

i∈C1,j∈C2,i≠j
B i, j −

wi ×wj

2m , 13

where C1 and C2 represent two different group structures, B
i, j denotes the elements in the network adjacency matrix,
wi and wj are the weights of nodes i and j, and m denotes
the number of edges in the network structure. The specific
steps are shown in Algorithm 6.

The specific steps of the algorithm are as follows:

(1) Enter the current network structure, take each node
in the network as the initial group structure, and
use (13) to calculate the similarity between each
group structure.

(2) Select the two groups with the highest similarity,
merge them into the same group structure, and
calculate the similarity between the new group
and other groups.

(3) Repeat the second step until the entire network
merges into a large group.

Because this algorithm calculates iteratively to obtain a
larger group structure with greater semantic similarity, when
the algorithm terminates, the whole network will be divided
into two different larger subgroups, which are the Tibetan
user group and non-Tibetan user group.

5. Experiment and Analysis

5.1. Experiment Data.At present, there is no unified standard
for the discovery of Tibetan user groups on online social
media, and there is no public evaluation data set. Therefore,
the experimental dataset needs to be obtained and marked
manually. The experimental dataset of this paper is from Sina
Weibo, the user data are crawled via Weibo crawling tools,
and the crawling process is as follows:

(1) Randomly select non-Tibetan user and Tibetan
Weibo user ID to build the initial seed set.

(2) Select the Weibo of the seed users and crawl the
following information: the text content, the comment
content, the comment user ID, the forwarding
content, the forwarding user ID, the liking user ID,
the follower’s user ID, and the following user ID;
then, determine whether these IDs have been
crawled; if not, they will be added to the sequence
to be crawled.

(3) For each user ID in the sequence to be crawled,
request to obtain the user’s Weibo text data, includ-
ing the microblog text content posted by the user,
the comment content of other users on the microblog
text, and the corresponding comment user ID, and
get the user ID that likes or forwards the microblog;
also, add these IDs to the user series to be crawled
after deduplication.

(4) The obtained attribute data and microblog data of
each user are stored in the MongoDB database as
the “key value.”

This paper has crawled a total of 5000 Weibo users, as
well as the related 600,000 Weibo text data. To verify the
validity of this method, we need to do experiments with the
manually labelled data. After cleaning the crawled data, a
total of 200 Weibo users and 5000 Weibo data are randomly
selected and manually labelled. Among them, there are 121
non-Tibetan users and 79 Tibetan users. When labelling the
textual data, we classify the main semantic information into
its related topic category.

5.2. Experiment Design. Since the group division algorithm
proposed in this paper is based on semantic similarity, in
order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
first need to verify the validity of the semantic analysis
algorithm used in this paper and then verify the validity of
the algorithm.

(1) Semantic analysis algorithm validation:

Experiment 1.Use the original LDAmodel to extract
semantic information at the Weibo text level.

Experiment 2. After aggregating the microblogs
published by users into long texts, use the LDA
model to extract the semantic information.

Input: Network adjacency matrix of user semantics: User_Semantic_Matrix
Output: The result of group division.: Communities
1: for all communities, communities ϵ User_Sematic_Matrix do
2: get Community_Similatrity from by User_Semantic_Matrix formula (13)
3: Combine the two groups with the largest similarity into one larger group: New_Matrix
4: User_Semantic_Matrix = New_Matrix
5: end for
6: get Communities from User_Semantic_Matrix
7: return User_Semantic_Matrix

Algorithm 6: Division of network groups of semantic construction of Tibetan Weibo users.
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Experiment 3. Use the improved LDA model
to extract semantic information at the Weibo
text level.

Experiment 4. Use the improved LDA model
to extract semantic information at the Weibo
user level.

(2) Group division algorithm validation:

Experiment 5. Construct the user network structure
only based on the “following” relationship between
Weibo users, and then use the modularity maximi-
zation algorithm to divide the group.

Experiment 6. Build the network structure based
on Weibo user semantic information, and use
the modularity maximization algorithm to divide
the group.

Experiment 7. Build the network structure based on
Weibo user semantic information, and use the pro-
posed group division algorithm based on similarity
degree to divide the group.

5.3. Evaluation Index. The data used in this experiment are
all labeled data, so the accuracy, recall rate, and F1 values
are used as the experimental evaluation indexes. The accu-
racy refers to the ratio of the user number with the correct
group division results in the entire experimental user sample.
The recall rate refers to the ratio of the user number that has
the correct group division result in the same type of users.
The F value is the harmonic average of the accuracy and
the recall rate. The specific formulas are as follows:

Accuracy = ∑Ti

N
,

Recall = ∑Ti

∑ Ti + Fi
,

F1 = 2 × Accuracy × Recall
Accuracy + Recall

14

Among them, Ti refers to the number of the correct
divisions, Fi refers to the number of wrong divisions, N is
the total number of samples in the experiment.

5.4. Experimental Results and Analysis. Figures 2–5 are com-
parison graphs of the result of semantic analysis experiments
from Experiment 1 to Experiment 4.

The experimental comparison results in Figure 2 show
that when using the original LDA topic model to extract text
semantic information, the user-published microblogging
aggregated as long text can obtain more effective results than
extracting semantic information directly on the microblog-
ging text level.

The results of Figure 3 demonstrate that by using manu-
ally selected long text training the LDA to obtain the topic
distribution and updating it with the aggregated labelled

Weibo texts to get the ideal topic distribution, the Weibo text
content can be reasonably explained to a large extent.

From the experimental results shown in Figures 3 and 4,
we can see that the improved LDA model presented in this
paper has a significantly higher improvement than the
original LDA model when it comes to topic extraction. This
result validates that the improved LDA model presented in
this paper has data sparsity, which compromises the
effectiveness of topic extraction from Weibo data.

The results of Figure 5 show that it is effective to express
the interested topics at the user level by aggregating the
Weibo text multiple times and using it to train the LDA
model to obtain a better distribution of topics.
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Figures 6 and 7 are comparison graphs of the result
of semantic analysis experiments from Experiment 5 to
Experiment 7.

The experimental results in Figure 6 show that consid-
ering the users’ semantic information can significantly
improve the accuracy of group division in online social net-
works. The behaviors of online social network users express
their semantic information, which means their concept,
attitude, and emotion. Due to various reasons, in the real
social network, the same ethnic groups tend to have similar
ideas and attitudes, using the similarity between users’
semantic information can effectively discover the user

groups with similar semantic information, and these groups
usually have a certain intimacy degree in real life.

The results of Figure 7 show that the proposed group
division algorithm based on similarity aggregation is effec-
tive. Because the social structures excavated in this article
have real corresponding social groups, it is reasonable to
explain the topological structure of the user network by
grouping them according to the semantic similarity.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents in the era of big data the user group
division method based on semantic information analysis
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and semantic similarity of online social networks. Firstly,
the LDA topic model is improved so that it can effectively
extract semantic information at the user level and micro-
blog text level. Second, because the same ethnic groups
often express similar concepts and attitudes in social net-
works, we analyze the semantic similarities between the
semantic information expressed by users and the user
semantics and construct a network structure that can
describe the intimate relationships between users. Finally,
the goal of optimizing the similarity between groups in
the network is to realize the discovery of Tibetan user
groups in microblog networks. The experimental results
show that the proposed method is effective. The topological
network constructed by user semantic information can rea-
sonably represent intimacy between users. The clustering
algorithm based on similarity aggregation can give out rea-
sonable explanation by combining the actual segmentation
results from real social life.
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